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a b s t r a c t
Chronic sleep restriction (SR) has deleterious effects on cognitive performance that can be counteracted
by light exposure. However, it is still unknown if naturalistic light settings (dawn simulating light) can
enhance daytime cognitive performance in a sustainable matter.
Seventeen participants were enrolled in a 24-h balanced cross-over study, subsequent to SR (6-h of
sleep). Two different light settings were administered each morning: a) dawn simulating light (DsL;
polychromatic light gradually increasing from 0 to 250 lx during 30 min before wake-up time, with light
around 250 lx for 20 min after wake-up time) and b) control dim light (DL; <8 lx). Cognitive tests were
performed every 2 h during scheduled wakefulness and questionnaires were completed hourly to assess
subjective mood.
The analyses yielded a main effect of “light condition” for the motor tracking task, sustained attention
to response task and a working memory task (visual 1 and 3-back task), as well as for the Simple Reaction
Time Task, such that participants showed better task performance throughout the day after morning DsL
exposure compared to DL. Furthermore, low performers beneﬁted more from the light effects compared
to high performers. Conversely, no signiﬁcant inﬂuences from the DsL were found for the Psychomotor
Vigilance Task and a contrary effect was observed for the digit symbol substitution test. No light effects
were observed for subjective perception of sleepiness, mental effort, concentration and motivation.
Our data indicate that short exposure to artiﬁcial morning light may signiﬁcantly enhance cognitive
performance in a domain-speciﬁc manner under conditions of mild SR.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
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Numerous factors can inﬂuence cognitive performance, chief
among them are the impact of time of day [1,2] and homeostatic
sleep pressure [3]. Chronic sleep restriction (SR) has deleterious effects not only on daytime alertness but also on cognitive
performance [4,5].
Indeed, sleep disruption results in speciﬁc cognitive impairments including deﬁcits in attention, executive function,
non-declarative and declarative memory, as well as emotional
reactivity and sensory perception [6–8]. Some studies show that
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light exposure can act as countermeasure for these cognitive
impairments in humans [9,10].
These acute impacts of light are usually referred to as nonvisual (or Non-Image Forming – NIF) effects, since they drift
apart from classical involvement of rod and cone photopigments
in visual responses to light. NIF light effects at shorter wavelength via novel photoreceptors containing the photopigment
melanopsin appear to strongly impact the human circadian timing
system [11,12]. Behavioural responses triggered by light encompass improved alertness and performance, as indexed by speciﬁc
cortical responses to cognitive tasks in Photon Emission Tomography and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) techniques
[13]. However, dosage (intensity and duration), timing and wavelength of light for domestic use and in the workplace environments
are difﬁcult to deﬁne and may critically depend on environmental
and the individual factors.
In a previous study, we have shown that exposure to gradually
increasing light prior to awakening can counteract sleep restriction effects on well-being and cognitive performance across the
day, leading to an optimized level of alertness, which impinges on
enhanced performance on speciﬁc cognitive tasks tightly related to
sustained levels of attention [14].
Most of the effects were visible on the ﬁrst day after the sleep
restriction night but not on the second day after two nights of sleep
restriction, most likely due to the increase in sleep pressure.
The overall aim of the present study was to investigate whether
dawn simulation light following sleep restriction, enhances performance according to cognitive domain and whether these effects are
sustained during the entire day.
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and 1 cup of coffee or 1 caffeine-containing beverage per day).
They were also instructed to keep a regular sleep-wake schedule
(bed and wake times within ±30 min of self-selected target time).
Compliance to this outpatient segment of the study was veriﬁed
by wrist actigraphy (actiwatch L, Cambridge Neurotechnologies,
Cambridge, UK) and self-reported sleep logs.
The study was carried out during the winter season (January
to March) in Basel, Switzerland, and comprised two segments,
distributed in a balanced cross-over design, separated by at least
1-week intervening period. The volunteers reported to the Centre for Chronobiology at the Psychiatric Hospital of the University
of Basel on two occasions (control condition and one experimental
conditions), where they stayed in individual windowless bedrooms
with no information about time of day. Since we did not ﬁnd significant effects on cognitive performance neither after the blue light
exposure nor after the DsL exposure after the second night of sleep
restriction, we decided to focus here on the ﬁrst 24-h of the control
condition and the DsL condition. The most likely explanation was
that sleep pressure was too high after the second night of sleep
restriction, and thus the morning light could not counteract its

2. Material and methods
2.1. Study participants
Study volunteers were recruited through advertisements at different local universities and websites in Switzerland, Germany and
France. Screening procedure began with a telephone interview,
involving a detailed study explanation. All participants gave written
informed consent before the start of the laboratory part. Study protocol, screening questionnaires and consent forms were approved
by the local ethics committee (EKBB/Ethikkommission beider Basel,
Switzerland) and conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki.
All applicants completed questionnaires about their sleep quality, life habits and health state. These questionnaires comprised a
consent form, a general medical questionnaire, Beck Depression
Inventory II [15], Epworth Sleepiness Scale [16], Horne Ostberg
Morningness Eveningness Questionnaire [17], Munich Chronotype
Questionnaire [18] and Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index. Potential
candidates with a Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index score >5 were
excluded from participation [19]. Further exclusion criteria were
smoking, medication or drug consumption, body mass index <19
and >28, shift work and transmeridian ﬂights within the last three
months, as well as medical and sleep disorders. Since our study protocol included two nights of partial sleep restriction (restriction to
6-h), we also excluded participants with habitual sleep durations
<7-h and >9-h [20], to minimize a possible confounding effects of
sleep duration.
Eighteen young men (20–33 years old; mean + Standard Error of
Mean: 23.1+.8) fulﬁlling all the criteria were enrolled in the study.
A comprehensive toxicological analysis of urine for drug abuse was
carried out before the study, along with an ophthalmologic examination to exclude volunteers with visual impairments.
One week before the study, participants were not allowed to
drink excessive alcohol, and to consume caffeine or cacao containing drinks or meals (at most 5 alcoholic beverages per week,

Fig. 1. (A) Protocol design. Two arms of a 6-h sleep restricted protocol with different morning light exposures. Elapsed time indication is relative to an arrival in
the lab at 8 p.m. Time-of-day indication varied across all subjects but was given
in the ﬁgure as an example (taken from the mean of the sleep/wake time from all
participants). (B) Morning light device. Spectral composition (light wavelength by
irradiance (W/m2nm)) of the Dawn Simulation Light at 5 min (grey solid), 15 min
(grey dash), 24 min (black solid) and 30 min (black dash).
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detrimental effect. For more details, referred to Gabel et al. [14].
These 24-h include the ﬁrst sleep restriction night (6-h) at 0 lx starting at the subject’s habitual sleep time and followed by 18-h of
data recording during wakefulness. During the day, in both conditions, participants were exposed to dim light (<8 lx) during 2-h after
wake-up and to 40 lx for the remainder of the day until they went
to bed (Fig. 1A). In both conditions, the investigator enters the room
in the morning, 6-h after light off, to wake-up the participants.
The light treatment was administered after the sleep restriction night either with no additional light for the control condition
or with a Dawn Simulation Light (DsL: LED prototype of Philips
Wake-up Light HF3520, Philips Drachten, The Netherlands) (polychromatic light gradually increasing from 0 to 250 lx during 30 min
before wake-up time; the light remains around 250 lx for 20 min
after wake-up time), placed near the bed at eyes level (Fig. 1B).
One participant could not be included in the analysis because
of poor quality of the electroencephalogram recordings and noncompliance during cognitive testing. The remaining 17 volunteers
underwent both light conditions in a balanced cross-over design as
follows: DL–DsL for nine volunteers and DsL–DL for eight.
2.2. Assessment of subjective ratings
Subjective sleepiness was assessed every hour with a Visual
Analogue Scale (100 mm scale). Likewise, after every test session
participant had to indicate the effort, concentration and motivation

they needed to perform the tests. A 100 mm effort visual analogue
scale was used, ranging from “0:little” to “100:much” [21,22].
2.3. Cognitive performance
All tests were administered every 2 h during wakefulness, starting 30 min after wake up. The test battery comprised the Motor
Tracking Task (MTT), Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) [23],
Paced Visual Serial Addition Task (PVSAT) [24,25], Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART) [26], Psychomotor Vigilance Task
(PVT) [27], Simple Reaction Time Task (simRT) and Visual N-back
Task (1,2,3-back) [28]. For detailed information about each test,
please see Table 1.
All the results are given relative to elapsed time after wake-up
from restricted sleep taken at 6 a.m. Time-of-day indication was
also added to be more informative and understandable for general
public; it is an example calculated with the mean of the participants
sleep/wake cycle, as they did not have the same scheduled time.
2.4. Statistical analysis
For all analyses, the statistical package SAS (version 9.1; SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA) was used. Statistical analyses were carried
out for each variable (subjective fatigue, motivation, concentration,
effort, PVT, MTT, DSST, SimRT, SART, PVSAT and N-Back) separately
with the mixed-model analysis of variance for repeated measures

Table 1
Description of the tasks in the cognitive test battery.
Tests

Cognitive domain

Motor Tracking Task (MTT)
Digit Symbol Substitution
Test (DSST)

Computer-based “cognitive
throughput” task (or attention-based
task) measuring clerical speed and
accuracy. The task becomes less
sensitive to changes in attention and
more sensitive to memory impairment.

Paced Visual Serial
Addition Task (PVSAT)

Addition task heavily dependent on
frontal brain regions, involving
executive aspects of working memory

Sustained Attention to
Response Task (SART)

Sustained/divided attention task in
which inattention and inhibitory
processing can be measured
separately. Both types of performance
depend on the frontal cortex

Psychomotor vigilance task
(PVT)

Sustained attention task, sensitive to
circadian variation and sleep loss It is
an approach of Dinges (Dinges, Pack
et al., 1997).

Simple Reaction Time Task
(simRT)

Indicator of speeded motor
performance.
Vary as a function of alertness and
sleep deprivation

Visual N-back Task
(1,2,3-back)

Executive aspects of working memory

Explanation of the tests
People need to track a computer-generated disc using the
mouse, along another computer-generated point for 20 s
Participants are required to select a predeﬁned digit in
response to each appearance of an abstract symbol (the key
linking symbols and digits are available on screen throughout
testing). They learn the coding relationships after some
experience. In this paced version of the task, 8 symbols are
presented for 500 ms, with an ISI of 1500 ms. Each symbol
occur an equal number of times.
Single digits (1 to 9) appear on screen and each must be added
to the digit which preceded it, and the resulting answer is
selected from an on-screen numerical keypad (“sum” of
adjacent pairs, not a total across all digits presented). Digits
were seen for 1000 ms, with inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of
2000 ms in between.
It’s a computer-based task, used here as a Go/NoGo task, which
requires participants to monitor single digits presented rapidly
on screen, and respond to each one that appears (called Go
target), except for a particular pre-deﬁned digit (called NoGo
target). Digits are presented for 1000 ms, with an inter-item
interval of 2000 ms, with 15 “targets” (where responses are
withheld) randomly interspersed with 25 distractors.
The PVT involves a 5-min visual reaction time (RT)
performance test in which the subject is required to maintain
the fastest possible RT’s to a simple auditory stimulus. Data
analyses focus on RT, errors, and signal detection theory
parameters.
This task requires people to respond, as quickly as possible, to a
single, predictable stimulus. The participant rests his/her index
ﬁnger on a mouse, and having done so over the next 1000 ms a
word such as “Now!” appears, at which point the participant
moves the cursor to a designated target position. The time
taken from Now! To the onset to move the cursor from the
resting position reﬂects the participants’ ability to detect that a
response is required, and, together with the subsequent time
taken to move the mouse to the target position, give us the RT.
Stimuli are presented individually on a computer screen, and
the participant must indicate (using the mouse), if the current
stimulus and the n stimuli prior to it match. The higher the n,
the stronger are the demands of executive functioning. Stimuli
are presented for 500 ms with an ISI of 1500 ms. The ratio
between match to non-match trials is of 1: 2 with 30 items.
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Table 2
Results of the analysis of the variance for different variables of subjective feeling for the time course of the study.
Variable

Analysis of the variance
Light

Time of day

Light × Time

Effort
Concentration
Motivation
Fatigue

F1 ,254 = 0.14, p = .7059
F1,254 = .69, p = .4061
F1,254 = 2.87, p = .0913
F1,254 = 00, p = .9996

F8 ,254 = 1.21, p = .2927
F8,254 = 1.42, p = .1877
F8,254 = 1.56, p = .1377
F8,254 = 4.28, p < .0001

F8 ,254 = 51, p = .8485
F8 ,254 = 1.08, p = .3806
F8 ,254 = .45, p = .8927
F8 ,254 = 1.07, p = .3830

(PROC MIXED), with within factors “light condition” (dim light [DL]
versus dawn simulation light [DsL]) and “time-of-day” (all assessed
time points).
A further analysis included the factor “group” was done, according to the subject’s performance on the 3-back task. As this working
memory paradigm presents a relatively high cognitive load it might
be suitable to differ between high and low performers. Thus, we
performed a median split and considered subjects presenting performances below the median of the overall group as low performers
(N = 9) and those above as high performers (N = 8).
3. Results
3.1. Assessment of subjective ratings
No signiﬁcant differences were found between light conditions
for effort, concentration and motivation needed to perform the
tasks. Similarly, subjective sleepiness induced by the test did not
differ across the light conditions (Table 2). For detailed information
on sleepiness, well-being and mood, please see [14].
3.2. Cognitive performance
3.2.1. MTT
Main effects of “light condition” and “time-of-day” were
observed for the MTT (Table 3), such that after the DsL exposure participants were better at following the dot than after the DL exposure
during the entire day (Fig 2B).
3.2.2. DSST
Main effects of “light condition” and “time-of-day” were also
observed for DSST (Table 3) but in the opposite direction. Participants performed better after the DL exposure than after the DsL
exposure throughout the day (Fig. 2A).
3.2.3. PVSAT
PVSAT performance did not yield signiﬁcant differences neither
for the main factors “light condition”, nor for the interaction of
“light condition × time of day” (Table 3). Only the factor “time
of day” was signiﬁcant such that participants improved their

performance across the day independent of light treatment (data
not shown in the ﬁgure).

3.2.4. SART
Main effect of “light condition” (Table 3) was observed for accuracy (correct answers for Go and NoGo targets), such that until 5-h
of time awake, the performance was not signiﬁcantly different irrespective of light settings, while 6-h after wake-time DsL improved
performance along the day as compared to DL (Fig. 2D).
Besides, NoGo trials were analyzed as a proxy for inhibition
control. It revealed a main effect of “light condition” (p = 0.0013).
Participants had less correct NoGo answers after the DsL exposure
than after the DL exposure and mostly at the beginning of the day.
Furthermore, the missed answers (missed Go answers) showed a
main effect of “light condition” (p < 0.0001), such that the DsL led
to lower levels of missed answers than the DL. The reaction time
for this task showed also a signiﬁcant trend of the “light condition” effect (p = 0.0876), such that participants answered faster at
the beginning of the day after the DsL.

3.2.5. PVT/simRT
The DsL exposure did not inﬂuence reaction time during the PVT
(Table 3, data not shown in the ﬁgure) and performance was similar
after both light exposures. However, the DsL decreased reaction
time in the SimRT test throughout the day, as shown by a main
effect of “light condition” and “time of day” (Table 3, Fig. 2C).

3.2.6. N-BACK
The 1-Back showed a main effect of “light condition” (Table 3) for
accuracy, driven by DsL exposure. After 4-h of elapsed time awake,
DsL improved accuracy, with a stronger effect in the evening, while
performance remained stable after DL exposure (Fig. 2E).
No signiﬁcant differences were found between both light conditions in the 2-Back test (data not shown in the ﬁgure).
For the 3-Back test, we found a main effect of “light condition”,
such that participants had a higher rate of correct answers after a
DsL than after a DL exposure, starting at the beginning of the day
and remaining all the day (Fig. 2F).

Table 3
Results of the analysis of the variance for different variables of cognitive performance for the time course of the study.
Variable

MTT
DSST
SimRT
PVT
SART
PVSAT
1-Back
2-Back
3-Back

Analysis of variance
Light

Time of day

Light × Time

F1,260 = 1.76, p = .0079
F1,254 = 7.22, p = .0077
F1,271 = 5.52, p = .0195
F1,264 = 3.31, p = .0700
F1,255 = 5.07, p = .0252
F1,272 = 0.96, p = .3277
F1,255 = 5.86, p = .0162
F1,255 = 0.04, p = .8323
F1,254 = 16.69, p < .0001

F8,260 = 2.05, p = .0407
F8,254 = 2.44, p = .0148
F8,271 = 3.07, p = .0025
F8,264 = 1.95, p = .0528
F8,255 = .28, p = .9731
F8,272 = 2.42, p = .0152
F8,255 = .66, p = .7269
F8,255 = .56, p = .8127
F8,254 = .48, p = .8716

F8 ,260 = .58, p = .7933
F8,254 = .25, p = .9800
F8,271 = .33, p = .9554
F8,264 = .44, p = .8933
F8,255 = .31, p = .9601
F8,272 = .90, p = .5204
F8,255 = .88, p = .5368
F8,255 = 1.12, p = .3497
F8,254 = .16, p = .9952

MTT: Motor Tracking Task; DSST: Digit Symbol Substitution Test; SimRT: Simple Reaction Time Task; PVT: Psychomotor Vigilance Task; SART: Sustained Attention to Response
Task; PVSAT: Paced Visual Serial Addition Task; 1-2-3-Back: Visual N-back Task.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of the cognitive performance over the day.
Time course of the (A) Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST), the (B) Motor Tracking Task (MTT), the (C) Simple Reaction Time Task (simRT), the (D) Sustained Attention to
Response Task (SART), the (E) Visual 1-back Task (1-Back) and the (F) Visual 3-back Task (3-Back) in 17 participants under Dim light (black lines) or Dawn Simulation Light
(grey lines with black circle). Data are plotted as a mean for each 2-h bin relative to elapsed time (h) after wake-up from restricted sleep, and the error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. Elapsed time indication is relative to 6 a.m. wake-up time.

3.2.7. Reaction times
Furthermore, the composite score of the reaction time from
those cognitive tests presenting higher cognitive load (n-Back,
SART, PVSAT) was signiﬁcantly lower after the DsL than after the
DL (supplementary data).

3.3. High vs. low performers
Splitting the group according to high and low performance, a
main effect of “light condition” was present in the low but not in
the high performers, such that the DsL light improved performance

in the PVSAT (p = 0.0096), the 3-Back test (p < 0.0001) and the simRT
test (p = 0.0064) compared to the DL condition (Fig. 3).
4. Discussion
Our data show that artiﬁcial morning light exposure, as indexed
by DsL, has a task-dependent effect on cognitive performance under
sleep restriction conditions, such that morning DsL signiﬁcantly
enhanced performance on attention-based tasks (SART, 1-verbal
Back, and simRT). Furthermore, DsL signiﬁcantly improved performance on the MTT that involves motor-based skills, and the
3-verbal back, which mostly probes executive function. However,
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of the cognitive performance over the day in the high and low performers.
Time course of the high performers (left panel) and the low performers (right panel) of the (A) Visual 3-Back (3-Back), the (B) the Paced Visual Serial Addition Task (PVSAT)
and the (3) Simple Reaction Time Task (simRT) in 17 participants under Dim light (black lines) or Dawn Simulation Light (grey lines with black circle). Data are plotted as a
mean for each 2-h bin relative to elapsed time (h) after wake-up from restricted sleep, and the error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Elapsed time indication
is relative to 6 a.m. wake-up time.

we also found better performance after the DL compared to the DsL
for the DSST.
Our results corroborate our previous analysis that artiﬁcial
morning dawn simulation light improves subjective perception
of well-being and mood, as well as cognitive performance across
the day under conditions of mild sleep restriction [14]. However,
here we showed that the light effect on performance depends on
the investigated cognitive domain, suggesting that different pathways may be implicated in this effect. Previous studies indicate that
evening light exposure impacts on numerous domains of cognitive
performance such as sustained attention [10], working memory
and attention, as well as declarative memory [9].

Here we show that light exposure during the morning hours
can signiﬁcantly boost cognitive performance and maintain its stability throughout the day. Most studies on the effects of light in
humans have been carried out during the night, when light is
able to counteract the increasing sleep pressure, and thus significantly enhance or stabilize cognitive performance (for a review,
see [29]). In this context, the modulatory mechanisms accounting
for the light effects on cognition have been ascribed to its impact on
sleep homeostasis and/or its indirect synchronizing/phase-shifting
effects on the circadian timing system [10]. However, alternative
mechanisms may bypass these systems, thus eliciting direct activating effects, particularly when light is timed during the day.
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Evidence for the latter arises from studies in which daytime performance increased after 30 min from light onset [30,31], from an
fMRI study in which daytime light enhanced cognitive brain activity
during an oddball task [32] and from our previous analysis in which
morning light exposure (dawn simulation light) increased wellbeing and enhanced performances across the day [14]. Recently,
another study showed the critical role of light for cognitive brain
responses in emphasizing the evidence of a cognitive role for
melanopsin, which may confer a form of “photic memory” to
human cognitive brain function [33]. Collectively, these data suggest that light may modulate ongoing cortical activity involved in
alertness, thus stimulating cognitive brain function.
One crucial brain region involved in the impact of light on cognition is the anterior hypothalamus, in locations compatible with
the suprachiasmatic nucleus and the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus
[34]. This region is postulated to be the primary link of the retina
to the brain, thus mediating the effect of light on cognition [13].
Furthermore, numerous retinal projections extend to the lateral
geniculate nucleus and also (albeit less) to the superior colliculus
(SC). From the lateral geniculate nucleus, projections are sent to
the primary visual cortex, which is the ﬁrst processing site of the
cortical visual pathway. Functionally, this pathway is classiﬁed in
dorsal and ventral streams [35]. The former is associated to motion
processing (medial temporal and superior temporal, and also parietal cortices), while the latter involves salient visual processing
[36]. Interestingly, attention-related modulatory effects impact on
both streams. Within the dorsal stream, attention is “encoded” by
neurons involved in spatial attention/feature-based attention, such
as the orientation of an object or a moving dot [36]. Concomitantly,
motion-sensitive medial temporal and superior temporal areas are
also involved in these processes, as well as higher cortical areas
such as the intraparietal cortex [37]. We tentatively speculate that
this particular network may be underlying the responses in the
MTT task, and that light might play a modulatory role on this type
of spatial attention/feature-based attention.
With respect to the ventral attention-based stream, a key structure involved in this attentional network is the SC, which receives
direct input from the retina. This attention network is presumably
shared with the intraparietal region [38], frontal eye ﬁelds [39], and
visual cortices, through direct connections from the cortex to the
SC, and indirectly from the SC to the cortex via the pulvinar [40]. The
pulvinar (dorsal thalamic nuclei) is pivotal in attention modulation,
presumably through the ﬂow of information in the brain. It receives
a direct retinal projection, and provides an indirect link between
the suprachiasmatic nucleus and the prefrontal cortex [41]. Thus,
it mediates arousal regulation, and an effect of light on the thalamus will probably result in a widespread cortical impact, such as on
attention-based cognitive performance. Taken together, we postulate that these brain networks may underlie the modulatory light
effects on numerous dimensions of attention tasks, such as on MTT,
1-Back, simRT and SART. It could also explain the lack of correct
NoGo answers and the decrease of the missed Go answers in the
SART test after the DsL exposure. Effectively, arousal levels are more
prominent at the beginning of the day and might even be more pronounced after a light exposure, which explains response accuracy at
the beginning of the day. However, different tasks require different
levels of arousal for optimal performance [42]. For example, difﬁcult or intellectually demanding tasks may require a lower level
of arousal (to facilitate concentration), whereas tasks demanding
stamina or persistence may be performed better with higher levels
of arousal (to increase motivation) [43]. According to this concept,
it could be argued that the arousal level after the DsL exposure
was too high to inhibit the participant’s answers in the SART task,
which is in accordance with the increase of the reaction time in
this task during the ﬁrst hours after wake time. This leads to a
speed-accuracy trade-off in the inhibitory process, meaning that

light exposure induces higher excitability resulting in faster reaction time and thus in lack of inhibition control.
Our PVT data did not parallel earlier ﬁndings of a beneﬁcial light
effect [10,30]. One possibility is that, contrary to our design, these
studies challenged sustained attention performance either during
light exposure and did not speciﬁcally explore carry-over effects or
after a prolonged daytime light exposure. However they are comparable to the ﬁndings from Van de Werken [44], showing that the
reaction times under DsL were similar to the one under control
condition. One could argue that the PVT needs a higher and, more
probably, a sustained level of arousal than the SART test – which
is not reached here – to get to optimal performance levels, since
this task is much more monotonous with much fewer stimuli (e.g.,
[45]). The absence of a signiﬁcant effect could be traced back to
the fact that we compared reaction times after one night of sleep
restriction between two light conditions. This is different to other
studies, comparing rested wakefulness to sleep deprived or sleep
restricted conditions. Similarly, the DSST showed the contrary of
the expected effect, such that participants were slower in reacting
and less accurate. We have no straightforward explanation for the
opposing effect of the DSST. It cannot be due to a simple learning effect across conditions as we counterbalanced the order and
we did not detect a signiﬁcant interaction between time of day and
condition. Neither the observed pattern can be attributed to general
impairments in working memory functions across the day under
DsL as we found better performance under DsL for the n-Back test.
These two tasks were the ﬁrst two tasks administered within each
testing sessions, thus, a certain time-on-task effect can be ruled out,
and a ﬂoor effect of light impact because of high demand is equally
implausible.
Interestingly, our data also show a signiﬁcant DsL effect on the
3-verbal back task. This task challenges working memory, which
refers to the individual capacity to temporarily maintain active relevant information to perform an ongoing task [46,47]. This task
involves the need to continuously update and inhibit information,
and also has an attentional component to it. Thus, one possible
explanation to the DsL effects is that light may enhance performance on the 3-back task via its impact on the basic attention
component in this complex working-memory task. However, at the
behavioural level, it is not possible to dissect out the components
existing within this task. Thus, light might also impact on the executive component of this task. The 3-back task probes executive
control, and its cerebral correlates involve the bilateral posterior
parietal cortex, premotor cortex, dorsal cingulate/medial premotor
cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex [48]. Light may have a modulatory effect on these anatomical
structures, thus impacting on executive brain responses [49].
Furthermore, light has greater beneﬁcial effects on the low performers (stratiﬁed according to the 3-Back results) compared to
the high performers in the 3-back, PVSAT and simRT. However, it is
important to consider a potential ceiling effect for the high performers; as the sleep restriction was not that severe, these participants
could easily cope with this and thus, keep their high level of performance. Thereby, the impact of light might have been difﬁcult to
detect.
Interestingly, the low performers on the 3-back who proﬁt most
from the light intervention are also the ones who experience a
detrimental effect of light on their reaction times in the PVT. This
is somewhat contra-intuitive, as we previously showed that light
leads to faster reaction time [10]. However, it could indicate that the
low performers are more cautious in their task performance under
the effect of light, and therefore proﬁt in a complex task, where
accuracy is important, but decline in a more basic task where fast
reactions are required. Clearly, it indicates that the light effect is
dependent on the cognitive domain and obviously also acts differentially depending on how well someone performs.
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5. Conclusion
Our results collectively indicate that short exposure to gradually
increasing morning light (DsL) just before the end of the partially
restricted night episode, may signiﬁcantly enhance performance,
particularly in cognitive tasks associated to attention. In a broader
context, these ﬁndings point to strategies that may directly optimize attention-related cognition in real-life settings, particularly
when individuals are sleep restricted.
Supplementary data
Reaction time from the cognitive tests over the day. Time course
of the composite of reaction time of the Paced Visual Serial Addition Task (PVSAT), Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART)
and Visual 1-2-3-back Task (1-2-3-Back) in 17 participants under
Dim light (black lines) or Dawn Simulation Light (grey lines with
black circle). Data are plotted as a mean for each 2-h bin relative
to elapsed time (h) after wake-up from restricted sleep, and the
error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Elapsed time
indication is relative to 6 a.m. wake-up time.
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